
• JSD-B7(JuniServoDriver-BLDC 7) is a compact motor driver with compact sized,
prevision, high performance and high stability developed to allow the user easily
control for BLDC motor.

• JSD-B7 performs real time positioning/speed/acceleration profile operation by
using ARM series MCU capable of high speed calculation. Independent
positioning control is available without additional motion controller in upper
level accordingly.

• JSD-B7 supports serial communication control such as USB / RS-232 / RS485 /
CAN as well as pulse input control used as industrial standard simultaneously.
Such control extension is applicable in various fields like intelligent robot system
as well as industrial system.

• JSD-B7 provides the engineering service immediately applicable to the system
including special field requested by the customer, various functions and
complicated calculation method via specialized customizing service.

Intelligent Smart
BLDC motor Driver
JSD-B7

서보엑추에이터 로봇모션컨트롤러 산업용로봇 휴마노이드로봇 비전시스템

PROFESSIONAL MOTOR DRIVER
The best selection for the positioning control such
as the precision positioning control that is based
on the encoder with 12~48V wide voltage area,
high output up to 30A at maximum and the
acceleration/deceleration control that ensures
stable operation.

MULTI PURPOSE SYSTEMS
As a motor driver suitable for industrial robot
system and drive system, it applies to the case
manufacturing process of the nation’s biggest
smart phone manufacturer.
The validation in high speed/precision robot
system has been completed by using in Delta robot
drive part of ROBOTRO.

If a motor drive cannot process such
positioning command information with
high speed, high speed operation by
precision movement route is not
available.

JSD-B7 can perform DSP data process
with high speed by using ARM based
Cortex-M4 MCU with built-in DSP and
Floating calculation function, and
provide S-Curve speed profile based
positioning control. This could lead to
perfect process of positioning
command with high speed of main
controller, and provide various status
information so that assure the
operation of Delta Robot.

SMART DEVICE CAMERA ASSEMBLY LINE
ROBOTRO holds a compact Delta robot used in Smart phone lens assembly
line, and a motor driver can high speed/precision motion control by
applying JSD-B7.

As Delta robot is activated by straight
line and circular interpolation in real
time, it needs a motor driver that can
operate promptly according to the
command signal with high speed of the
main controller.

Especially to operate Delta robot
precisely, correct Point to Point
straight line/circular interpolation can
be realized by processing the
positioning command more than 1,000
times per second.

Application case of 
Motor Driver

Compact High Performance Motor Driver
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JSD-B7
(JuniServoDriver-BLDC 7)

Intelligent Motor Driver

Various operation mode

Speed based acceleration/ 
deceleration positioning control

High speed communications 
motor 

Various BLDC motor response BLDC motor 1ch drive in  400W at maximum. Applicable to Sensored BLDC(Hall Sensor type, 
Hall Sensor + Encoder type) and Sensorless BLDC.

Industrial system interlocking

Multi motor simultaneous 
control

Various control protocol

I/O port support

Support positioning control mode suitable for industrial Robot, speed control mode for
constant/acceleration/deceleration rotation and torque control mode by correct current
control.

Simultaneous control by connecting a motor up to 120 units at maximum with Daisy
Chain. Provide multi communication protocol for multi motor control.
Positioning command up to 2,000 times at maximum per second by using RS-485(8M bps at
maximum), CAN ( 1M BPS at maximum) Serial communication.
Support the operation by Pulse + CW/CCW mainly used in industrial system. Output the
motor location with Pulse(including dividing function). Applicable without change of existing
industrial system

Provide the I/O port of 8 / 8 for external contact point I/O. Re-definition of the system I/O
such as Emergency Stop, Home Position, Ready, Run and Stop as well as the user I/O

Allow full positioning control based on the speed, which can change the positioning, the
speed, and acceleration/deceleration. Implement S-Curve Profile smooth motion via
acceleration/deceleration control

Provide various control protocol that can directly control a motor via serial communication

MOTOR ON THE GO
Applicable without significant change from 
existing system by adding various industrial 
functions needed in automation system such as 
the inspection, assembly and logistics.
Optimal in intelligent field like a humanoid 
robot by supporting various smart motion drive 
functions applicable to intelligent robot system

HALL
SENSOR

Motor
Encoder

I/O

Power

Motor
UVW

FunctionPC 
USB

PC
RS-232

CAN
RS-485

PULSE
IN/OUT

Input Voltage 12/ 24 / 48 (VDC)

Output Current Max 30 (A) 

Rotation Speed 1~18000 (RPM)

Control Mode Positioning control, speed control, torque control

Acel/deceleration
Control

S-Curve control
(changeable positioning, speed, acceleration/deceleration while operating)

Motor Signal Hall Sensor independent, Hall Sensor + Encoder

Positioning
command type

Pulse type : code + pulse
CW + CCW pulse Communications type : RS-232, RS-485, CAN, USB
Internal storage type : move to internal stored positioning via external input

Protection
Function

Overvoltage, Overcurrent, Overspeed, Overheat, Positioning tracking order, 
Hall sensor / Encoder failure

Status display Power LED, Alarm LED, Servo ON LED

External input Servo On, P-OT, N-OT, Emergency Stop, Alarm Reset, Home Position, Home 
Sensor (input function changeable)

External output Ready, Busy, In-Position, Alarm, User Output

Positioning
Command I/O 

Positioning command pulse input (code+ pulse / 2 phase pulse )
Present positioning pulse output (code + pulse / CW + CCW pulse)

Origin identification Sensor input type / torque measurement type(origin sensor is not required)
Operating

environment
Ambient temperature 0°C ~ 50°C

Specification Dimensions
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